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Scope of LSST’s Calibration Effort

We’re ultimately interested in:

Photometry
Consistent broad-band fluxes of identical stars over the entire focal plane

- "identical stars" implies identical Galactic extinction

Consistent broad-band fluxes of identical stars over the entire sky/duration
of survey
Precise knowledge of the relative system sensitivity as a function of λ
Good knowledge of the absolute system sensitivity

Astrometry

Tied rigidly to the Gaia system
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The SRD’s Key Performance Metrics

Jira ID Description Design value
DLP-316 PA1uzy Photometric repeatability (u, z, y) 10 mmag
DLP-315 PA1gri Photometric repeatability (g, r, i) 5 mmag
DLP-322 PA6 Absolute Photometry Accuracy 10 mmag
DLP-321 PA5u Color Zero-point Accuracy (involving u) 10 mmag
DLP-320 PA5 Color Zero-point Accuracy (excluding u) 5 mmag
DLP-317 PA3u Photometric Spatial Uniformity (u) 20 mmag
DLP-318 PA3grizy Photometric Spatial Uniformity (grizy) 10 mmag
DLP-310 AM1 Relative Astrometry (5 amin scale) 10 mas
DLP-311 AM2 Relative Astrometry (20 amin scale) 10 mas
DLP-312 AM3 Relative Astrometry (200 amin scale) 15 mas
DLP-313 AB1 Astrometry Relative to r 10 mas
DLP-309 AA1 Absolute Astrometry (per coordinate) 50 mas
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https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-316
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-315
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-322
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-321
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-320
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-317
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-318
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-310
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-311
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-312
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-313
https://jira.lsstcorp.org/browse/DLP-309


The Scope of Calibration

Everything we need to remove non-astrophysical effects from LSST data
We need to worry about the atmosphere and the instrument

The Atmosphere
Emission/Scattering

- Moonlight
- Zodiacal light
- OH (and other lines; O, Na, Hg, . . . )

Absorption/Scattering

- O3

- Aerosols
- O2/N2

- OH

Correlated motions on scales of arcminutes
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The Scope of Calibration

The Camera

Ghosts and Ghouls
Filter spatial/temporal stability
Astrometric distortions

Note the chromatic ghosties and ghoulies. Ignore bleed trails.
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The Scope of Calibration

The Detectors

Bias and Dark structure
Flat fielding (as a function of λ)
Fringing (predominantly in y)
Static electric fields (tree-rings, bleed-stops, edges)
Brighter-fatter
Variable pixel size
Bad pixels (blocked or hot)
CT[EI] (parallel and serial)
RC times associated with the output FET
Other Bad Things
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Strategy

All we have to do is:

Measure the sensitivity of each 8.4m and AuxTel pixel as a function of
wavelength

i.e. fix all the telescope/detector calibration problems

Take an image with the 8.4m

Measure the colour of the unresolved sky background using auxiliary
hardware

Observe a star of known SED in the 8.4m’s field of view using the AuxTel
with resolution R ∼ 80

Use the discrepancies between the known and observed SED and other
pertinent data (e.g. satellite ozone measurements) to characterise an
atmospheric model.

model the atmosphere’s spatial structure if necessary
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Strategy

Construct the flatfield proper to the colour of the sky and use it, along
with other calibration products, to remove the CCD instrumental
signature. Estimate the PSF

Subtract the sky on scales large compared with the CCDs

Re-flatten the data assuming that the objects’ SEDs are all flat in νFν
above the atmosphere

If appropriate carefully add together data from sets of visits
tracking each epoch’s filter curves, PSF, noise, and atmospheric model as
functions of position

Measure the flux (in DN) of all objects of interest

Use the known colour of the object (based on prior data, probably
LSST’s) to guess an SED

Integrate the known sensitivity at that point (as corrected for the
atmospheric extinction) over the SED to arrive at a flux

Save enough information to the database to allow interested parties to
redo this calculation with a user-provided SED
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Sources of Data

Standard calibrations

biases/darks
broadband and "monochromatic" (c. 1nm) flatfield images

Calibrations derived from the sky

"PCA" fringe frames
dithered star fields

- Probably not strictly necessary given Gaia’s GDR2/3

CBP ("Collimated Beam Projector") data

scans in λ at fixed positions in the camera (with/without a filter)
scans in λ while moving spots around the camera (mostly without a filter?)
basically controllable monochromatic dithered star fields

atmospheric data

R ∼ 80 spectra with the Auxiliary Telescope ("AuxTel") spectrograph
water vapour monitoring (?)
4-band all-sky images
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Status

Basic ISR (biases, darks, flats, B-F, fringe) in production for HSC

Star flat code operational but naïve; being rewritten

Starting to look at real camera ("TS8") data

We have a CBP and a tunable laser

Early proof-of-principle for CBP reductions

We have a camera and a spectro

We have a telescope

There’s a prototype for AuxTel spectral extractions

Using a Ronchi grating on the CTIO 0.9m

Ported DES’s "FGCM" calibration to LSST (testing with HSC)
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Open Questions

We need to worry about:

System Sensitivity

Other detector effects

The Atmosphere

The AuxTel
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System Sensitivity

Will the current scheme (CBP scans with/without filters +
monochromatic dome flats) for flats work?

Will we be able to tie the spots together to model the ghost-free flats?
- How will we prototype/test this? Simulations? HSC?

Will the spectral resolution be good enough?

Will we have enough photons?
Will the flat field screen be bright enough?
Will we have enough flux with the CBP?
What spot sizes can we tolerate? (smaller spot => less photons)

The laser is polarized, and so will be the flat field screen and CBP
How do mitigate the problem for the dome flats?
Does the CBP need an integrating sphere?

Will the CBP measurements of the wavelength-dependence of the
throughput with filters in the beam be good enough to tie the bands
together?

How will we get absolute fluxes? (calSpec? CalSpec via Gaia?
Daughter-of-Stardice?)
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Other detector effects

Do we need to measure the pixel size variation?

Can we use super flats to do so?

What should we do about fringing?

Is the fringe pattern stable in time?

Can we measure the colour of the sky well enough to use the proper flat
fields?
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The Atmosphere

How exactly will we measure the atmospheric transmission of calypso
stars?

will the spectral extractions work?
what other inputs will we use (e.g. pressure, temperature, ozone), where
will they come from, and how do they interact with the spectra?
which atmospheric model will we use? (MODTRANS? libRadTrans?)

- does it matter?

how do we split gray extinction from aerosol index variability?
will we know the stellar SEDs from Gaia’s BP/RP well enough?

How will we transfer this to the entire field of the 8.4m
will residuals from Gaia be usable? In which bands?

How will we measure the gray extinction?
will we be able to transfer Gaia GDR2 fluxes to LSST?
in which bands will this work?
on what angular scale?

Will we need FGCM for more than QA?
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The Auxiliary Telescope

How do we flat field the AuxTel data?

Should we use monochromatic flats?

How should we monitor dust?

How should we commission the AuxTel?

What things should be monitored regularly and with what frequency?

are all the DM tools going to be developed in time to do these?

How do we operate the AuxTel?

How do we write scripts?

How will we schedule routine operations

What happens when the AuxTel goes down?

Are 8.4m operations affected (e.g. no u or y)?
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Are we ready for Data?

NO
There is a lot of work to do, but there are lots of people who can help do it.
A few of them work for the LSST project; many don’t.

We need to transition from working on a system that will make astronomy
great again, to one that’s working and producing science.
One of the LSST’s big problems is how to organise:

what needs to be done?

who is doing it?

what are the priorities?

these questions apply across the (artificial) boundaries, and we need to
concentrate on

how will we handle and understand real data from an imperfect system
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Are we ready for Data?

I’m not allowed to say

LSST Needs You

but I can say

LSST Can Use Your Work

(if you happen to guess what’s needed to get our science out).
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